Arrow Electronics strengthens EMEA IoT portfolio with CymbIoT
Paris, 10 December 2018 – Global technology provider Arrow Electronics has added CymbIoT to its
“sensor-to-sunset” IoT offering. CymbIoT focusses on integrating and managing large-scale IoT and
video management networks and deployments.
CymbIoT`s product portfolio includes two key products that help companies efficiently operate their
IoT solutions. The company`s C&C sensor-agnostic software connects all types of systems,
subsystems, video feeds, and sensors into a single platform with real-time response, security, userinterface tools and automated process capabilities.
CymbIoT`s VMS is a large-scale video management system, managing thousands of cameras in a
single deployment and allowing hundreds of operators to work simultaneously. It is designed for
mass deployment and can be used in any industry environment and smart cities. Additionally, it
allows video content analysis.
“The IoT market is increasingly getting complex with a wide range of solutions and suppliers, and we
focus on high-potential innovations such as those from CymbIoT”, says Paul Karrer, EMEA IoT
director for Arrow`s enterprise computing solutions business. “Another great example from Israel`s
strong tech scene, CymbIoT is coming up with technology that will be essential to manage the IoT of
tomorrow.”
“Working with Arrow is a first choice, giving their compelling and globally unparalleled IoT
approach”, says Oren Feldmann, CEO of CymbIoT. “Arrow`s capability to provide all technologies to
implement IoT systems, ranging from electronic components up to IT solutions, provides us with the
perfect environment to offer up our solutions that can easily be added-on top.”
“From sensor to sunset” represents Arrow’s comprehensive portfolio of technology from sensors,
wireless connectivity, gateways to cloud platforms, data ingestion, aggregation and visualisation,
analytics, and security. Service capabilities span ideation, design, integration, manufacturing,
logistics, financing, wireless connectivity with billing services, marketing, monitoring and managed
services, and sustainable and secure end of life cycle disposition.
About Arrow Electronics
Arrow Electronics guides innovation forward for over 150,000 of the world’s leading manufacturers of technology used in
homes, business and daily life. With 2017 sales of $26.6 billion, Arrow aggregates electronics and enterprise computing
solutions for customers and suppliers in industrial and commercial markets. The company maintains a network of more than
345 locations serving over 80 countries. Learn more at FiveYearsOut.com.
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